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Fireplace Remodeling
There’s nothing quite like relaxing with your family at the end of a long
day, huddled around a warm fireplace, with a comfy blanket and hot cup
of cocoa in hand. Is this something you can picture in your own
home? With an outdated, unattractive fireplace, it may be hard to do. If
you have considered adding or updating your current fireplace, contact
our team to discuss the benefits of a simple way to help make your house
a home!
Fireplace Installation & Remodeling

If your fireplace is outdated, you may want to consider an upgrade with
your next remodeling project. Even if your home currently lacks a
fireplace and the benefits that come with it, you do have options.
DiFabion Remodeling is here to talk you through the pros and cons of
adding this popular feature and help you decide if a wood-burning
fireplace, a gas insert, or an electric unit is right for you and your family.

See More +

Company News
The newest member of the DiFabion Remodeling family is
here!
We are so happy to announce that our team member, Jackie, has
just given birth to a beautiful baby girl. The DiFabion Remodeling
team wishes Jackie and her family the best! Congratulations!

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

The existing entry off of the garage lacked functionality and a
connection to the adjacent kitchen. The original design scheme of
the home lacked interest and needed a unique and more modern
touch.
In order to bring interest and improve the functionality of the space, a
custom drop zone was designed to bridge the garage entry with the
kitchen. This cabinetry was designed specifically to match the
existing kitchen cabinets, with everything being painted a light gray.
Unique metal mesh tops the drop zone cabinetry, both obscuring and
bringing interest to this piece. Crisp satin brass hardware completes
the look. In addition, the kitchen backsplash was updated with a
stunning dark blue subway tile and satin brass accents.
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Our vision is to create a memorable brand experience while
enhancing the quality of life for the clients we serve.

Fireplaces can be a wonderful addition to any home—they’re cozy and
can provide quite the conversation piece. There are nearly endless
possibilities when it comes to designing a fireplace. A couple of our

favorite fireplace trends these days are the flush hearth and the threesided electric fireplace. The flush hearth brings a modern edge to any
traditional fireplace, while a three-sided electric fireplace allows the
heat output to be controlled in order to accommodate TV installation
combined with a sleek and contemporary vibe.

OUR MISSION
Our mission at DiFabion Remodeling is to deliver an exceptional remodeling
experience built on Trust, Vision, Pride, and Family, with the goal of
exceeding our clients’ expectations in every way.
See what your neighbors are saying about DiFabion Remodeling.
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